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Abstract
This paper describes three projects that are part of
a research agenda in support of digital forensic investigations. The R&D activities involve developing new
technologies and forensic tools to address real-world
problems related to electronic/digital crime. The three
projects are the DNA project, dedicated to cryptanalysis of passwords; the UnMask project, which addresses the issue of automated support for investigation of phishing attacks; and the PAPA project, which
was designed to capture interactions with cyberstalkers and perform sting operations. The DNA and UnMask tools are operational and undergoing testing.
The testing of the PAPA tool suggested several alternate uses of the system.

1. Introduction
In this paper, we describe the R&D activities of
the E-Crime Investigative Technologies Laboratory
(ECIT) at the Florida State University. ECIT work
currently encompasses a number of research projects,
including systems for password and passphrase cracking, techniques for investigating email phishing scams
and threats, and tools for combating cyberstalking and
investigating online predators.
ECIT collaborates closely with the Florida Department of Law Enforcement and the National White
Collar Crime Center and partners such as AccessData
Corporation. The goal is to build novel systems for Ecrime investigations. The mechanism of developing
projects is: (1) brainstorming with law enforcement
agents and others to determine law enforcement investigative needs; (2) exploring novel technologies to be
used in support of the resulting requirements; and (3)
developing prototype systems and tools that can be
used in investigations.
In this paper we explore these goals through a survey of several projects, touching on requirements and
constraints of law enforcement, and on related technology and legal issues.

1.1. General approach
ECIT research takes a very pragmatic approach in
building digital forensics systems. We focus on ways
to automate tedious processes, improve workflows of

investigations, enable collaboration between law enforcement agencies, and facilitate resource sharing.
Research activities in ECIT must be cognizant of
the privacy, security and legal concerns involved in
investigations, as well as the need for proper evidentiary support for subsequent prosecution and trial.

1.2. Specific projects
The DNA project builds on AccessData Corporation’s Distributed Network Attack™ (DNA) commercial product. DNA is a popular tool for decrypting
password-encrypted files. ECIT worked with AccessData to develop DNA Online, a web portal to allow
law enforcement to securely share a DNA Silo installation over the Internet. In this project, ECIT research
activities also explore techniques and tools for breaking passphrases in addition to passwords.
In the UnMask project ECIT is working to develop
an automated system for investigating email-based
crimes. An email is first parsed to extract relevant
components from the email and further information is
gathered via automatically launching appropriate
UNIX tools such as whois. The resulting information
is gathered into a relational database so that reports
can be generated and business logic applied through
the use of structured queries.
The goal of the PAPA project was to build a system to support law enforcement agents in helping victims of cyberstalking. It allowed agents to “shadow”
the victim remotely and provide online guidance while
securely capturing and logging data related to the cyberstalking activity.
In Sections 2-4 we discuss DNA, UnMask and
PAPA, respectively. In Section 5, we provide some
concluding thoughts on building systems to combat Ecrime.

2. The DNA Online project
In the process of a forensic investigation, it is not
unusual for investigators to encounter encrypted files
that might potentially hide evidence of criminal activity. If the suspect is still in use of his computer, it may
be possible to place covert key loggers or to use social
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engineering strategies to compel revelation of the
password that protects the encrypting key [14]. If, on
the other hand, the computer files have been obtained
as a result of executing a search warrant, such methods may no longer be available.
In the latter case, crypto-analytic approaches to recover the encryption key must be used. Moreover, as
high-quality tools for encryption have become widely
available and are generally inexpensive [8], [14],
crypto-analyzing the password that protects the key is
often the only viable approach.

2.1. Motivation
Several commercial applications provide cryptanalytic/guessing attack capabilities against passwords.
One of them is the PRTK™/DNA™ set of forensic
tools developed by AccessData®.
In particular, the DNA™ tool is capable of marshalling network resources to accomplish parallel
password guessing, which can dramatically reduce the
search time in successful password guessing trials, as
password-guessing is a fully parallelizable task [6].
In practice, however, different investigating agencies have unequal capabilities in terms of equipment
and trained personnel to use such tools. DNA Online
seeks to create a platform for forensic (and more specifically, password-recovery) tasks that enables collaboration between agencies and resource sharing.
This interface should interoperate with one or
more DNA™ silos—large networks of computers that
are available, perhaps in their idle cycles only, to perform such tasks. Therefore, a well-equipped organization may fully utilize its resources by providing auxiliary services to partner agencies. This host organization should have the ability to prioritize tasks according to its policies and mutual agreements with partners.

2.2. Architecture
In this section, we give an overview of the main
features of the DNA Online password-recovery portal.
A more detailed description of DNA Online is available in [1].
2.2.1. User Interface. Our prior experience with designing digital forensic tools for use by the general
law enforcement community was incorporated into the
decision process that guided the design of the DNA
Online interface. In particular, we took a deliberate
approach to derive functional requirements for the UI,
reflecting a few guiding principles.

First, when interacting with law enforcement
agents, we focused on understanding their workflow—what is that they need to accomplish. Next, we
sought to learn how they organize information (evidence) in the physical world. Finally, we set out to
design the simplest, cleanest interface that would be
intuitive by capturing the tasks in their workflow and
mimicking their information handling practices.
This approach allows us to maintain control of the
design definition process, to discover true requirements—as opposed to comprehensive and nonprioritized wish lists—and to strive for a robust development process leading to code that is more reliable,
secure, and extensively tested.
An interface snapshot is provided in Figure 1. After logging into the system, the officer has an opportunity to create a new case, or to manage existing ones.
A “case” is the logical envelope that organizes one or
more password-recovery tasks, represented by a set of
submitted file (or file headers), and any contributory
information to facilitate password recovery. Examples
of such information are: biographic data on the suspect; plaintext information recovered in the suspect’s
computer, such as e-mail addresses and birthdates, and
other similar data. Such information applies to all the
password-recovery tasks in the same case—i.e., for
the same suspect.
2.2.2. Job management. Within each case, specific
password-breaking tasks are called “jobs.” We now
briefly describe how our DNA Online portal manages
the preparation and submission of jobs to the DNA
application that actually performs the forensic tasks.
First, if auxiliary biographical-type data is provided, it is parsed into a “dictionary” of terms that
relate to the suspect. In addition to biographical data,
the agents may also submit URLs of web pages frequently visited by the suspect. These pages may contain non-standard linguistic terms and words from
domains or communities of interest to the suspect.
The portal was designed for extensibility, and in
the near future it will be capable of, upon receiving a
URL, parse the corresponding pages, and extract another “dictionary” of unique words and terms found in
the submitted web pages. The case-specific dictionaries are then combined with general-purpose dictionaries, and used to create password-recovery profiles.
These profiles expand the dictionary information
by applying to each entry in the dictionary a set of
transformation rules. A common strategy is to apply
all transformations that can be described by a set of
simple regular expressions. For instance, a rule may
append two numerical digits at the end of each dictionary entry.
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Figure 1. Snapshot of the Case Management System
Once a job profile has been created, the files representing the job target, dictionaries, and the profile are
sent to a silo-accessible system hosting a DNA™ supervisor node. From there, the password search space
is abstracted as a linear key-space, and the passwordrecovery task can be parallelized among many client
nodes. Figure 2 shows all the system components and
their relationships.
In addition to the functional requirements, several
security concerns attended the design of DNA Online.
Naturally, it was necessary to provide security for the
online-accessible user accounts, particular since nearly
all the expected content would be sensitive by its very
nature.
It was also necessary to preclude creation of accounts by persons not associated with the supported
law enforcement agencies—to prevent our tool from
being used as a password-breaking utility for hackers,
or from diluting the IP rights of our commercial partner, AccessData®.
At first, we thought that our security design could
reflect standard practice for secure web applications.
We later decided otherwise, based on the fact that
submission of jobs to the DNA™ tool required the
web server to directly interact with the file system of
the host Windows 2003 server. In contrast, most
online merchants use web-database connectivity solutions.

The web components were developed in Java to
run within the Tomcat servlet. The code is easily portable to a large range of architectures. We deployed it
within a Linux box to ensure that standard-compliant
communication between the web-server and the
DNA™ host was followed, and to provide better isolation of trust. In particular, our design uses the LDAP
access control features supported by Windows, with
the web server behaving as an (untrusted) remote client in its communication with the DNA™ host.

2.3. Privacy and Legal Concerns
In addition to the aforementioned security issues,
there are special considerations about the information
submitted by enforcement agencies.
To an extent, several issues related to the acquisition, handling, and admissibility of digital evidence
obtained through forensic or investigative procedures
have not been fully settled by courts. Only recently,
for instance, the 9th District Court of Appeals issued a
decision stating that the acquisition of IP addresses in
network flows (and the associated volume of traffic) is
similar to the process of using pen registers to capture
phone numbers dialed, and therefore not protected by
the U.S. Constitution’s Fourth Amendment, or requiring warranties [9]. This represented the first ruling on
this important evidentiary matter at the U.S. District
Court level.
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Figure 2. The components of DNA Online
With respect to the operation of the DNA service,
it is important to pay heed to the confidentiality protections afforded to evidence prior to it being reviewed and judged admissible (when it typically becomes part of the public domain). Since encrypted
files cannot be considered as having been reviewed,
their contents should remain private and in possession
only of the investigative agencies. However, the same
degree of protection may not apply to passwords and
keys used to protect private files. Therefore, we have
decided to support, and even enforce whenever possible, that submissions include only the first few blocks
on information of an encrypted file, i.e., the minimal
information needed for a password-breaking attack.

2.4. Evaluation
We have completed initial testing and are moving
to a phase of performance benchmarking. We plan to
consider load-balancing strategies to optimally utilize
several DNA™ hosts connected to the same portal.
The code developed by the project has been made
available
in
the
Sourceforge
portal
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/dnaonline/). We hope
to garner feedback on the reliability of the tool by

making it universally available for downloading, testing, and improvement by interested parties.
Concurrently with the DNA project reaching a
more mature state of development, we have deepened
our efforts to interact with law enforcement, and in
particular have maintained a dialogue with an FBI
detective who has provided us with continuing valuable feedback into usability and relevance of features
for the system.

2.5. Future work
In future work, we plan to extend the DNA Online
portal concept as a platform for access to multiple
forensic tools. This will involve integrating the existing approaches in DNA Online and UnMask projects,
and generalizing the solution further.
In particular, we hope to migrate to a web-database
solution for the portal, and to use stored procedures in
the database to allow for transparent interaction between the database and the file system. By making the
web functionality and the file system manipulation
even more asynchronous than in the current design,
we hope to achieve better scalability and robustness at
the web server.
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Figure 3. Overview of UnMask architecture
This solution, while more complex in terms of the
number of software components, will actually be more
in line with standard business approaches and facilitate commercialization and support of the tool as a
product.
In addition to supporting law enforcement activities, the DNA project is scheduled to focus more resources in the future into basic research, seeking to
increase the effectiveness of current crypto-analytic
and password/ passphrase search strategies. We are
developing algorithms to generate passwords and
passphrases involving novel probabilistic models. To
measure the efficacy of the new methods, we have
collected several data sources, including a variety of
corpuses from popular culture references to serve as
dictionaries and lexicon sources for probabilistic
password generation. We have also obtained lists of
passwords that were compromised (by dishonest parties) through Internet-based attacks. We plan to use
these password, following ethical guidelines that
guide the use of such sources for research purposes, to
obtain measures for the quality of our new algorithms
when compared with the state-of-the-art.

3. The UnMask Project
The Undercover Multipurpose Anti-Spoofing Kit
(UnMask) that we describe in this section is a software system that supports law-enforcement in investigating email-based crimes such as phishing scams [5].

3.1. Motivation
Phishing scams use emails to drive users to forged
websites using technical exploits and social engineering. They trick users into revealing personal data (e.g.,
passwords, social security numbers and credit cards
numbers). Once these data are (illegally) captured,
they are typically used for a number of more serious
cyber crimes, such as fraud, identity theft and hacking
(unauthorized access and theft of services).
Investigation of email-based crimes such as phishing scams by law enforcement often requires a deep

understanding of the Internet technologies beyond the
email application itself, which are frequently outside
of the expertise of law-enforcement investigators.
Law-enforcement agents often perform such investigations manually or semi-manually, based on a recent survey of investigators who spent substantial time
doing online investigations involving emails [11]. At
the current time, investigating email-based crimes
tends to be labor-intensive tasks that produce lots of
dead-ends and few tangible results [12], [13], [10].
UnMask automates and facilitates many phases of
the investigation of email-based online crimes and it
reduces the time and effort needed for digital forensic
investigations of such e-crimes. UnMask is a userfriendly system for parsing email header and body and
gathering further forensic information associated with
the message from the Internet. It can produce an actionable evidentiary trail that law enforcement agents
can use to develop viable leads for the cases they are
investigating.
An important feature of the UnMask project is that
a database serves as a central component that not only
keeps track of the initial phishing emails under investigation, but also stores subsequent information
searched after deconstruction of the email.
Once the complete forensic information related to
an email is obtained, UnMask can generate reports
according to the investigation needs of law enforcement. UnMask provides great flexibility in generating
reports. In addition to a complete report that includes
forensic information of all fields in an email, UnMask
can also generate tailored reports for specific fields
based on the investigation needs of agents. For example, a report can provide details about the email trajectory, a summary of the content, factual vs. forged IP
addresses, pointers, linkages, discrepancies, etc.
In addition to assisting law enforcement in online
investigation involving email, UnMask can also be
used for forensic investigations of other crimes that
use emails as a vector, such as threats and harassment.
To the best of our knowledge, UnMask is the first
comprehensive system that can automatically analyze
emails and generate forensic reports to be used for
subsequent investigation and prosecution.
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3.2. Architecture
As shown in Figure 3, an UnMask system consists
of three key components: 1) a web-based user interface, 2) a database server, and 3) a UNIX Tools
server. In the following, we discuss these components
in greater detail.
3.2.1. Web-Based User Interface. UnMask users
interact with the system via a web-based user interface. The user interface for UnMask supports a case
management system for uploading of email files for
analysis.
After logging into the password-controlled UnMask server, the user may submit an email file (in
EML format), as part of a new or an existing case.
After the email is deconstructed and processed (which
we will discuss shortly), the user is able to view the
generated reports. UnMask’s UI is similar to that of
DNA Online, see Figure 1.
3.2.2. Database Server. At the heart of UnMask is a
database that glues all the components of the system
together. We chose the PostgreSQL database because
of its native interfaces for procedural languages, triggers and stored procedures, as well as for its ACID
transactional capabilities (http://www.postgresql.org).
The database system implements two key functionalities to automate and facilitate the forensic efforts of law-enforcement agencies. First, when a message is submitted via the web interface, the message is
fully parsed to obtain all the atomic elements of the
message
(IETF
RFC
2822,
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2822.txt).
Through parsing, the raw e-mail is deconstructed,
the e-mail header fields and e-mail body are analyzed,
and specific components from the email, such as IP
addresses or machine domain names, are extracted.
The parsers are written in Perl and are based on freely
available email and HTML parsing packages from the
Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN,
http://www.cpan.org/).
These extracted atomic elements, along with the
raw submitted message, are stored in the database.
Our database is designed to support only append—
write once—operations. This maintains evidentiary
trail for subsequent prosecution.
When table-record inserts occur, they can initiate
other database activities through the use of triggers.
Activities can include parsing fields of records in tables, initiating a connection to the UNIX Tools server,
and entering new records into tables.
The second functionality of the database server is
to instruct the UNIX Tools server to launch the proper
forensic tools to collect further information associated

with the message. The interaction between the database and the UNIX Tools system is initiated through
an innovative use of the “trigger mechanism” of PostgreSQL, in conjunction with a simple protocol called
UnMask UNIX Tools Connection (UUTC) that we
have designed and implemented between the PostgreSQL database and the UNIX Tools system. This
protocol opens a socket connection when needed to a
daemon process (the UNIX Tools server) and allows
parameters needed for invoking specific tools to be
sent across the connection. It also permits return information to be properly put back into the database.
Specific tables are used to store data that is returned
from actions of the UNIX Tools server.
3.2.3. UNIX Tools Server. The UNIX Tools system
runs on a UNIX machine, where it waits for service
requests from the database system. The UNIX Tools
server provides the basic forensic toolkit for email
investigation.
Based on the current common practice of law enforcement in email investigations, the UNIX Tools
system provides the following basic functionalities by
querying the Internet: 1) mapping between domain
names and IP addresses; 2) identifying the DNS and
mail servers associated with a domain; 3) identifying
the contact information of the person(s) or organization responsible for maintaining an IP address or domain; 4) verifying the validity of email addresses; and
5) reachability of and routes to an IP address or domain.
The flexibility of our design allows other tools to
be easily developed and incorporated into the system.
Thus, more and more complex investigative tools can
be incorporated as they become available.
3.2.4. UnMask report. UnMask provides great flexibility in generating forensic reports. Via the webbased user interface, agents can generate tailored reports based on the needs of investigation.
For example, agents can request a complete report
of an email that includes detailed analysis of all fields
in the email, or a tailored report of specific fields,
email addresses, links in the email.
A (complete) report follows the structure of an
email message. Starting with email header information, the report shows the specific header fields isolated for clarity and coupled with information gathered by the UNIX tools. This additional information
expands the investigator’s understanding of that field.
For example the trace fields “Received:” would
appear with an analysis of the sending and receiving
mail hosts (IP address, domain name, traceroute result,
DNS and whois records, etc).
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Figure 4. Snapshot of segment ‘Received’ header field report
This provides the investigator with as much information as possible and aids in the decision making
process on what forensic leads to follow further. Figure 4 shows a segment of report related to a “Received:” header field in a message that we received.

3.3 Current development status
To ensure the usability of the UnMask system for
law enforcement, the ECIT team has been meeting
with members of FDLE and NW3C monthly since the
beginning of the project. Their feedback and comments provided valuable input to the development of
the UnMask project.
The version 1 of the UnMask is a working system,
completed except for bullet proofing and hardening of
the code. We confirmed its utility by evaluating it
against a database of phishing e-mails made available
to us by the Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG,
http://www.antiphishing.org/).
We have provided the first version of the system to
law enforcement for experimental usage. Using the
feedback the investigators provide, we have made a
number of improvements over the system. Based on
their feedback, we plan to add features and search
tools, and increase the facility of investigators in determining the exact information they wish to gather.

3.4 Future work
Given the flexible design of UnMask, many sophisticated logical analyses of the data could be further incorporated into the system. We plan to enhance
the system in the following directions.
First, we will incorporate more sophisticated message correlation facilities into the system. Such facilities can cluster messages based on certain desirable
features of the messages. Second, we will provide
more proactive tools in the investigation and prevention of email-based crimes, for instance, a tool to investigate suspect websites. We also plan to develop
techniques and tools to establish the “fingerprints” of
various types of phishing messages.

4. The Predator & Prey Alert System
The Predator & Prey Alert System (PAPA) was
designed to support law enforcement in monitoring
and assisting a cyberstalking victim. An important
component was the capability of capturing relevant
evidence for subsequent prosecution. Further information on PAPA can be found in [3], [4], [2].

4.1. Motivation
Stalking has been defined as repeated harassment
with intent of intimidation or harm [16]. Predators
usually know their prey and are deemed mentally
normal, but they may also be obsessed [7].
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Figure 5. Overview of the PAPA architecture
Cyberstalking is an extension of stalking through
the mechanism of the Internet. The (perceived) anonymity of the Internet fostered this new category of
stalking, evolving within the technologies of chat
rooms, text-messaging systems, and even online network games. Cyberstalking presents several challenges to law enforcement because anonymity emboldens the dynamics of the predator and prey relationship, while making it difficult to trace the true
identity of the predator.
The goal of PAPA was to build a set of integrated
tools to enable law enforcement to investigate adult
cyberstalking where the victim wishes assistance from
law enforcement. It allows the capture, index, and
replay of evidence of the victim’s interaction with a
stalker. A primary feature of the system allows “shadowing” of the victim by an agent, i.e., a connection to
the victim’s computer to view exactly what the victim
is observing.
The system requires a secure trust boundary so that
a chain-of-custody for evidence can be established. It
uses a secure VPN connecting the machines to implement a secure channel between victim and law agent.
A prototype system was built with subsequent
feedback collected from law enforcement. This led us
to re-evaluate the goals of PAPA and to a decision to
pursue a revised system. This recently proposed system is discussed in Section 4.5.

4.2. Architecture
The design of the PAPA system includes both
software and custom hardware, primarily in order to
be low-cost and also because of the desire to use only
open source components. The basic architecture of the
PAPA system is captured in Figure 5.
The basic functionality of the PAPA system permits a
remote agent at to record evidence of a cyberstalking
attack. The Victim Software Module resides on the
Victim’s computer and provides various capabilities
for the victim, such as starting and stopping the recording of the session and tagging important parts of
the session.
The Agent Module allows law enforcement to
view exactly what the victim sees in a window on the
agent’s machine, and dialogue with the victim through
a separate chat channel.
The Session Recorder (termed a black box in the
figure) is connected to the victim’s machine and interfaces both to the upstream connection to the cyberstalker, as well as to the dispatcher. The Session Recorder is a custom-built portable hardware device that
records two-way exchanges between the agent-victim
and victim-predator; preserves the integrity of the evidence with access control techniques and optional
encryption; and coordinates network communications
between the victim’s computer and law enforcement
systems by means of a discreet second channel.
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Figure 6. Agent's view of a PAPA session
The Dispatcher Module is a software utility running on a machine expected to be located at a law enforcement site. It monitors the state of the entire system and allows victim and agent to interact over a
highly secure channel.
The user interface of PAPA is designed to be extremely simple. Figure 6 shows a screen shot of a victim playing a multi-player network game in which the
victim is being harassed. Notice that the chat box indicates that the session is being recorded. The agent and
victim are carrying on a text conversation independently of what the victim is doing with the predator.

4.3. Evaluation
Testing of the PAPA system revealed problems
that were not initially foreseen. For example, agents
found that the chat channel was difficult to use concurrently with taking control of the victim’s machine
by the agent.
Furthermore, it was difficult to advise the victim
through the textual chat channel when at the same
time the agent needed to carry on a dialogue with the
predator. Similarly, switching from victim control to
agent control seemed to be noticeable to the individual
acting as the predator.
Additionally, the focus of much of law enforcement activity in this area is in the protection of children where L.E. prefers not to have the minor in the
picture at all. This is quite different from the goal of

PAPA which was to support adult victims of cyberstalking. Thus L.E. was more inclined to a system
where the agent was always in control but could get
advice from the victim via an audio channel.

4.4. Privacy and legal aspects
We also explored several legal aspects related to
implementing PAPA. For example, the fact that part
of the evidence stored is an image of the victim’s view
on their screen is generally considered as automatically legally permissible.
Storing the full content of IP packets is permissible
by the victim under certain conditions, but it appears
that storing just the header information might always
be allowed without a warrant. Some of these issues
are still in a grey area, but may become further clarified as the digital forensics field develops. An operational issue was also important. As cyberstalking of
adults is often difficult to classify as a felony, law
enforcement is often reluctant to pursue such cases for
adult victims; hence the current emphasis on Internet
Crimes against Children (ICAC) cases.

4.5. Future work
As the system was built, it became clear that an alternate use was to use the system for training agents in
masquerading as children and tracking predators.
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There is interest by law enforcement for this training capability for investigating ICAC (Internet crimes
against children) cases. This and other similar applications (such as monitoring parolees) would require a
somewhat different architecture than was developed.
We are thus planning to build a redesigned version
of the PAPA system (PAPA2), with emphasis on
training for “meet and greet” sting operations where
dialogue with the predator leads to a physical meeting.
We focus on making the interactions between the
trainer and trainees more convenient to conduct.

5. Conclusion
Creating digital tools for use by law enforcement
faces some of the difficulties of other special-purpose
software, namely capture of requirements while interacting with non-technical users, in addition to the
challenges intrinsic to creating tools that gather courtdefensible, forensic-quality evidence. The academicforensic partnerships at ECIT bring together experts
from the technical and law enforcement fields to address these challenges.
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